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South Moluccan Terrorists Unleashed In Netherlands 

SPECIAL REPORT 

South Moluccan terrorists have been turned loose in 
the Netherlands - the last bastion of unquestioned 
Rockefeller control in Europe - in a rerun of a two year 
old terrorist destabilization scenario. Timed to upset 
efforts by Italy's Andreotti government and the Schmidt 
government of West Germany to clean out INTERPOL
Institute for Policy Studies-controlled terrorist networks 
in their countries, the incident is designed to provoke a 
European-wide security clampdown. Such "police" 
measures would undoubtedly force political crises for the 
Andreotti-Schmidt opposition to Rockefeller's global 
confrontation with the USSR. 

In two separate attacks May 23, South Moluccan 
terrorists seized a country school house and a train, 
<;apturing a total of 230 hostages. They are demanding 
the release of 21 jailed terrorists and independence for 
the South Moluccan islands from Indonesia. On May 27, 

the terrorists released the 106 school children held 
hostage after several of them fell ill with an unspecified 
disease. 

Taking provocative "counter-terrorist" measures, the 
Dutch Justice Ministry has made a massive police 
deployment around each terrorist incident and has 
sealed off the South Moluccan ghetto in the Netherlands. 
Meanwhile, the British Special Air Services (SAS) has 
been called in by Dutch authorities to instruct the Dutch 
police in the use of special weapons and electronic 
devices, and in how to deal with the Moluccan gangs 
operating in the community. The SAS, documented as the 
masterminds behind much of the IRA terrorism in 
Northern Ireland. are thus setting in place future 
terrorist capabilities. According to Belgian press, the 
Dutch Justice Minister. Andries Van Agt has stated, "We 
need a police state to prevent such events." 

The cover story on this operation has been threatened, 
however. In successive articles the London Daily Express 
reported that the South Moluccans have been know to 
train jointly with the INTERPOL-IPS run Baader
Meinhof Gang, and that the entire scenario is calculated 
to set off race riots in the Netherlands. The Justice 
Minister has stated that "There is an intellectual brain 
behind this and we know who it is. We know the identity 
of the group who set this up. The planners are walking 
around free ... " The Justice Minister has linked this 
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operation to a former NATO employee. Joop Glimerveen 
the leader of the fascist Nederlanse VoJksunie. 

The terrorists come from a community of 12.000 South 
Moluccan soldiers who remained loyal to the Dutch 
Colonial army and moved to the Netherlands when the 
island cluster was incorporated into Indonesia. The 
South Moluccan communities remained close to the 
Dutch military and were recently recruited by Dutch 
Special Forces for various covert operations. It is known 
that NATO in Brussels and IPS through its Transnational 
Institute in Amsterdam maintains the capabilities for 
generating terrorist groupings from ethnic "oppressed 
minorities" like the South Moluccans. 

European Terror 

* Adding to the destabiJi'zation atmosphere in the 
Netherlands. five convicted Basque terrorists expelled 
from Spain by Prime Minister Suarez arrived in Brussels 
today. Their arrival was given extensive coverage in the 
p.ress and their statements announcing a new "military 
struggle," to free Basque prisoners held in Spanish jails 

was widely reported. The ETA, of which the five are 
members, recently took credit for the kidnapping of a 

Spanish businessman, and are provoking violence in 
anticipation of Spanish national elections. 

* Francesco Alberoni, a Sociology professor at Trento 
University and the creator of the terrorist Red Brigades, 
predicted a new wave of terrorism for Italy when the 
Communist Party joins the Andreotti government. To 
cover for this bald threat, Alberoni says the increased 
terrorism will be caused by the lack of a strong party to 
the left of the PCI once the party enters the government. 
Alberoni suggests in his article that well-known terrorist 
controller Riccardo Lombardi leave his position with the 
Italian Socialist Party and lead the new left terrorist 
grouping. Lombardi has come under fire following 
publication of his terrorist connections to IPS in the 
magazine Giorno Vie Nuovo. 

* The head of the West German Federal Detectives 
Association, Rolf Gunert was arrested May 23 on spying 
charges. 

Gunert, a conservative who aided in exposing the in
volvement of the West German BKA (West German FBI 
and INTERPOL liaison) chief Herold in protecting IN
TERPOL controlled Baader-Meinhof terrorists. Gunert 
was working in conjunction with former Federal 
prosecutor Siegfried Buback, murdered by the Baader 
Meinhof Gang for his key role in dismantling their 
operations. 
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